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Man Eater by Justin D’Ath is Animals The leopard crouching in the bushes looked like something out of a nightmare. One ear was gone and so was one eye, and there was no fur on half its head. The mean glint in its remaining eye told me that it was the man-eater that had killed half the village . . .

The next exciting Sam Fox adventure is set in Africa! When the tour bus takes off without him, Sam uses his wits to escape an angry mother elephant, a king cobra, a hyena, baboons and a hungry crocodile. But can he survive an encounter with a ferocious, man-eating leopard? An action-packed adventure, Man Eater is the scariest Extreme Adventure yet!. Visit puffin.com.au/extreme for more.

More Recommended Books

The Truth About Elephants

By : Maxwell Eaton, III
Did you know that an elephant's tusks never stop growing? Did you know that elephants can sometimes purr like giant cats? And that they use six sets of teeth throughout their lives? Impress your friends and teachers with these facts and more in The Truth About Elephants, a wildly entertaining (not to mention hilarious) nonfiction picture book offering everything you want to know about this majestic animal.

Amazing Animals

By : DK
See the animal world come to life and go on an adventure with Amazing Animals . Watch an amazing animal video, see where animals live with the beautiful habitat maps and see galleries of animals in the wild. Features include: - Videos of chimp's climbing, gazelles leaping and wildebeast roaming - Galleries and fun facts mean you can look at animals as you learn - Colourful maps show you the habitats of mammals, birds, fish, invertebrates, reptiles and amphibians - Interactive quiz at the end of each section. Test your knowledge and see how much you have learned! Ideal for the iPad, Amazing Animals will take you on an amazing trip around the world to meet some of the planet’s biggest animal stars, guaranteed to keep the keenest of young minds stimulated for hours.

Rainforest Animals

By : Maria L. Lopes
Rainforest Animals, brings readers up close with the rainforest animals that are in danger of extinction because of the loss of the habitat. Young children will enjoy exploring every aspect of the book.

**Star Horse**

By: Jane Smiley

Gee Whiz is a striking horse, and only part of that is because of his size. He is tall, but also graceful. He keeps his eye on things, not as if he's suspicious, but as if he's curious. Abby is curious, too, about just how little of the world she has seen compared to those around her. Her brother receives a draft notice to Vietnam, her best friends return from their boarding school, and the wise, lovable Brother Abner opens her eyes with tales of his many years spent traveling. Then, her beloved horses Jack and True Blue are both offered opportunities to broaden their horizons away from the ranch. Will she let them go, with hopes that she might one day do the same?

**Tyrannosaurus Rex (StoryBots)**

By: StoryBots

The wacky robots from the award-winning apps, videos, and Netflix show, Ask the Storybots, now star in their own early readers. This one is about everyone’s favorite dinosaur! Fans of the StoryBots will recognize the colorful art from the hugely popular dinosaur video “Tyrannosaurus Rex” on YouTube. A gigantic body and super-sharp teeth make the Tyrannosaurus rex the most fearsome of the dinosaurs. Just don’t make fun of those tiny arms! This rhyming Step 1 Science Reader will entertain while imparting simple facts about the most popular carnivorous dinosaur of all. Step 1 Readers feature big type and easy words for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading. Rhyme and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children decode the story.

Accolades for the StoryBots digital media: Appy Award for Best Book App Teacher’s Choice Award Editor’s Choice—Children’s Technology Review Family Choice Award Parents’ Choice Award Cynopsis Kids Imagination Award for best educational mobile app

**My Encyclopedia of Very Important Animals**

By: DK

For little animal lovers who want to know everything. From birds and frogs to sharks and dogs, this book is perfect for the curious little animal lover in your life. Mixing photography and charming illustration, kids will discover important facts about the wonderful world of animals - from what they eat and where they live, to why people are animals too. My Encyclopedia of Very Important Animals is a friendly book that gets children learning, reading, and laughing!

**1-2-3 Counting Kittens**

By: Katie Byrde

Learning to count to 10 is fun if you are counting kittens! 1-2-3 Counting Kittens contains 10 full color photographs of kittens. Each photograph contains a different number of kittens, from 1 to 10. Each kitten is numbered. A cheerful picture book that can be enjoyed by the child alone or with a parent to learn counting. Appropriate for ages zero through six.
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Spiders and Other Deadly Animals

By: James Buckley Jr. & DK

Read about the animals that can kill us! Through true stories of life-threatening encounters with animals, discover which are the deadliest and how to avoid them. DK's innovative range of graded readers combines a highly visual approach with non-fiction narratives that children will want to read. DK Reader Spiders and Other Deadly Animals is a level 4 reader, offering exciting and captivating narratives for children who are now reading alone. Supporting and encouraging a lifetime love of reading, the true encounters are brought to life with fascinating statistics and dramatic photography. There's a DK Reader for every child!

My World: In My Woods

By: Dwight R. Kuhn & David D. Kuhn

See spectacular nature photos! Play with many interactive tools to see and hear more! The "My World" series of interactive picture books are fun and will teach young children about animals, nature and habitats. In My Woods is written for the beginning reader and nature explorer. This book is 30 pages long and includes more than 40 photographs. In My Woods will captivate young readers with cool interactive features and amazing close-up photographs. - Click audio buttons to hear the sounds of various animals - Zoom in to see animals in incredible detail - Tap buttons and slideshows to see bonus photos - Click index words to return to the page about that animal - Click any word to reveal: copy, define and search features Dwight Kuhn has published more than 125 children's books [print editions] on nature and biology subjects. Many of his books have been awarding winning titles. Kuhn was one of ten photographers featured in the book: Wildlife Photography - The Art and Technique of Ten Masters. We are now involved with producing beautiful books which also include interactive functions. It is possible the interactive book features in our book may change with new editions of ebooks.
Man-eater is a colloquial term for an individual animal that preys on humans as a pattern of hunting behavior. This does not include the scavenging of corpses, a single attack born of opportunity or desperate hunger, or the incidental eating of a human that the animal has killed in self-defense. However, all three cases (especially the last two) may habituate an animal to eating human flesh or to attacking humans, and may foster the development of man-eating behavior.